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TECHNOLOGY

NET is a Line Interactive Step-Wave UPS 
that protects your devices from many 
dangerous disturbances on the mains. 
The AVR device, that it includes, shields 
them from a number of interferences and 
reduces to a minimum the use of the 
batteries. This creates a double benefit: 
maximum autonomy always available 
and a longer battery life. The UPS of the 
BLACK KNIGHT Series are classified as 
VI-SY-133 according to the EN 62040-3 
European Norm.

COMPLETE

NET is also equipped with microchip 
control, USB port and LAN/FAX protection. 
It is completely designed in Italy and 
made out of high quality electronic 
components. Besides, the metal case of 
the NET isolates it from electromagnetic 
interferences. NET is a simple and 
effective answer to your continuity needs 
in networking rack installations. 

PRACTICAL

NET can be installed even in small rack 
cabinets. It features 4 Schuko outlets 
and 4 IEC 10A outlets on the front panel 
(2+2 filtered and 2+2 protected by UPS). 
These aspects make the Net a very 
practical and easy to use UPS in all rack 
environments and especially in network 
rack cabinets.

 KEY FEATURES

customizations
• Tropicalization
• REM

ACCESSORIes
• EPO

Find out more:

Model NET 600

Power (VA/W) 600/360

Connections

input cable with IEC 10 A to schuko plugs

output
2 x IEC 10 A + 2 x schuko through UPS
2 x IEC 10 A + 2 x schuko filtered 

only

Interface
communication USB

display LED

Regulations EN 62040-1 / EN 62040-2

Size (WxDxH) mm 440 x 320 x 85

Weight (net/gross) kg 9/10

NET 600

Input
LAN/FAX filter

Output sockets

USB

 2 YEARS WARRANTY - Batteries Included
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KEY POINTS… RECAP:
1 - NET grants great protection against mains’ 
     disturbances
2 - It enhances the life of the batteries and maximizes 
     the available autonomy
3 - It is completely designed in Italy and it is equipped 
      with microchip control, USB port and LAN/FAX 
      protection

4 - Its resistance to hostile environments can be 
      increased with the tropicalization treatment
5 - It is particularly suitable for installations in small 
      rack wall cabinets and customizable with useful 
      accessories designed for the most demanding 
      networking installations


